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The text below is an extended abstract of the key concepts discussed in the 
chapter, ‘Deliberative Journalism: American Public Journalism Versus 
Other International Media Models’. Direct quotes from the chapter are 
indicated with quotation marks. All other comments are a paraphrased 
summary of the chapter’s key points. 
 
Chapter 1 of International Journalism and Democracy defined deliberative 
journalism, as well as describing how communities and publics engage in 
deliberation (see http://eprints.qut.edu.au/38937/). Chapter 2 progresses by 
describing five major international journalism models that encourage and support 
deliberation – public journalism, citizen journalism, community and alternative 
journalism, deliberative development journalism, and peace journalism. 
 
Public Journalism 
 
One well-known model of deliberative journalism is public journalism, also 
known as civic or communitarian journalism. The chapter traces the history of the 
public journalism philosophy, practices and movement, which developed in the 
United States in the late 1980s as an attempt to cultivate deliberative democracy 
(p. 16).  
 
The founders of public journalism proposed that journalists needed to move 
beyond its conventional role of bringing facts to light, raising public 
consciousness, focussing public attention on issues, and uncovering abuses (pp. 
16-17). While recognising that these are all important roles for journalism, 
promoters of public journalism also call on journalists to generate „public 
knowledge‟. Public knowledge is defined as a commodity that is continuously 
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used and generated whenever a public exercises its experience and reason to 
identify and address problems (p. 17). In sum, public journalism proponents are 
concerned that information alone is not sufficient to encourage democracy or 
deliberation – “an informed citizen is not necessarily an active citizen” (p. 17).  
 
A key characteristic of public journalism is that it relies on citizens to identify 
issues of importance in the public arena and to help set the agenda for what stories 
and issues should be covered (p. 17). “Public journalism consequently promotes 
the importance of „public listening‟ to identify public perspectives and trends, 
issues and events occurring within the wider community. Public listening involves 
far more than shallow market-research with polls, phone-ins or off-the-cuff 
responses from people on the street to ill-conceived questions like „what do you 
think about the economy?‟” (p. 18). “If public journalism strategies are to work 
well, then newsroom staff need to learn how to draw ordinary people into 
conversations that illicit a real representation of public concerns and how to frame 
these issues in meaningful stories” (p. 18). This usually require ongoing 
interactions with communities over time, rather than a simple interview or 
conversation that leads to an immediate story that can be published or aired on the 
same day. This requires journalists to think of themselves as belonging „learning 
organizations‟ or, in other words, organizations that encourage members to learn 
and transform themselves (p. 18). 
 
There have been many critics of the concept and practice of public journalism. 
The most common critique is that journalists‟ independence and objectivity may 
be compromised. This is because public journalism often requires them to 
collaborate with the public, government bodies or community organizations to 
help identify and address civic problems (p. 18). A second problem is that: “Some 
public journalism projects have been unduly upbeat in their approach, 
accentuating positive elements, ignoring disagreements, and glossing over the 
problems and issues at stake in order to create a veneer of consensus or to rally 
citizens to action” (p. 19). Romano argues that this often results from “a poor 
understanding by journalists about how the media might potentially foster 
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deliberation to fully recognise problems and devise appropriate solutions”, and is 
not an indictment of public journalism itself (p. 19). In addition, many public 
journalism activities “have been sloppily conceived or designed” (p. 19), while 
other public-journalism-style activities have been “more aimed at raising 
circulations or satisfying advertisers than encouraging deliberation” (p. 19). Some 
critics are also concerned that public journalism does not suggest a new way for 
ensuring journalists‟ accountability, increasing public participation within news 
media organizations, or altering the media‟s reliance on market systems (p. 19). 
 
Citizen Journalism 
 
The citizen journalism movement addresses some of these concerns about public 
participation, media ownership and media traditions. Citizen journalism “involves 
citizens using the internet to play an active role in the process of collecting, 
reporting, analysing and disseminating news and information” (pp. 18-19). 
Citizen journalism includes many types of communications that look very 
different from traditional journalism, such as blogs and postings on discussion 
groups, chatrooms, YouTube and social networking sites like Facebook and 
Twitter.  
 
Despite this, Romano notes that: “The most prominent actors in the citizen 
journalism movement are those sites that resemble traditional news media 
journalism in their news values, formats and aesthetics of presentation, but which 
allow ordinary citizens to upload news, features, audio, visuals and other content” 
(p. 20). Among these are the Independent Media Center, DigitalJournal.com, 
GroundReport.com, NowPublic.com and OhmyNews. Such sites are usually “run 
by professional editors and journalists, who may contribute a proportion of 
content in addition to overseeing the contributions of thousands of public 
contributors worldwide” (p. 20).  
 
Other types of citizen journalism sites, like Digg and Newswire, do not allow 
users to present much if any original reporting. Instead, they allow people to share 
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stories that they have found and generate news agendas from existing information 
(p. 21).  
 
The definition of citizen journalism also includes sections of mainstream media 
websites that provide the public with opportunities to upload comments, images 
and other information. Al Jazeera is a prominent innovator (p. 21). However, the 
“spectacular failures” of many citizen journalism projects by mainstream media 
“has exacerbated a situation in which many mainstream media sites limit citizens 
to tokenistic inclusion” (p.21). 
 
Romano finds that the achievement of citizen journalism sites as “spaces that 
support deliberative conversation… are regularly over-rated” (p. 21). “Citizen 
journalism is also frequently criticized for being deficient in elements associated 
with traditional journalism – objectivity, accuracy and ability to shape a shared 
public consciousness” (p. 22). 
 
Community and Alternative Media 
 
Romano observes that: “Citizen-based media have existed long before the advent 
of the internet or so-called citizen journalism, being evident in the long tradition 
of community or alternative media” (p.22). The news created by community and 
alternative media is often presented through community announcements, talk 
programs, discussion panels, and a myriad of other informational formats rather 
than formal news stories or bulletins (p. 22).  
 
Romano points to studies of the community media that are used in Australia‟s 
Indigenous communities as an example of how such media can provide an 
essential service that plays a central role in organizing community life (p. 23). The 
community media are often seen as tools that help disadvantaged, minorities or 
other under-represented groups to strengthen their own identities and sub-
communities, to portray a positive image to other groups, and to promote social 
change (p. 23).  
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The community and alternative media also make an important contribution to 
social deliberation and social capital by building skills and networks among the 
people who create or contribute to the services. “Much of the importance of 
community and alternative media stems for the opportunities they create for 
volunteers to develop interpersonal relationships, learn to speak publicly, gain 
self-confidence, and learn to manage their own projects” (p. 23). 
 
Criticisms abound of such journalism. “The community and alternative media 
have been subjected to many criticisms or more often, simply ignored, due to 
perceived inadequacies of their presentation style and the quality, objectivity and 
originality of their content” (p. 23).  
 
Although the community and alternative media play a part in promoting 
community deliberation, their contribution rarely occurs through “processes that 
have consciously been planned and neatly coordinated to step progressively 
towards a common goal… The human ambitions, production activities and media 
products that can be seen in the community media sphere are often disjointed, 
muddled and contradictory in their nature” (p. 24). 
 
Deliberative Development Journalism 
 
Development journalism is a form of journalism that consciously employs the 
news media to help promote economic, social and political development in Third 
World countries. There are at least five major interpretations of development 
journalism, and not all of these are deliberative. Romano‟s chapter concentrates 
on “those forms of development journalism that are interactive, advocative and 
educational, and that aim to build community self-reliance” (p. 24). 
 
Deliberative development journalism is usually characterised by the journalists‟ 
“commitment to explaining government policies, social issues and events from the 
viewpoint of the individuals and communities they affect” (p. 24). It gives “„a 
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voice to the voiceless‟, including the marginalised, the minorities and the 
underprivileged” (pp. 24-25). It encourages close personal interaction with 
communities being reported on. “Rather than merely top-down communications, 
it also seeks a bottom-up flow and, most importantly, horizontal flows where 
citizens share information with fellow citizens” (p. 25). 
 
Romano warns that: “This does not, however, mean pandering to the shrill 
majority or even to an anguished minority. Instead, the goal is to use the 
experiences of the masses both to examine both the detail and the „big picture‟, 
while also identifying which stakeholders are involved in the issue and who may 
potentially take action to address the situation.” The aim is to build community 
identity and to create links and build cooperation between stakeholders in an issue 
(p. 25).  
 
Development journalism places less emphasis on the news „event‟ in favour of the 
news „process‟. Journalists try to report about the patterns and consequences of 
news events in terms of their wider historical, economic and political frameworks. 
In common with mainstream Western journalism, development journalism covers 
“grime and injustice” (p. 26). However, it also prioritises reporting on “possible 
solutions to problems and examples of successes, so that audiences can visualize 
ways that they might potentially contribute to rectifying crises rather than being 
overcome by despair at seemingly hopeless situations” (p. 25). 
 
Critics sometimes question whether development journalism clouds the 
journalists‟ objectivity, due to their close association with the subjects that are 
being reported on. In response, “proponents of this form of development 
journalism often argue that Western standards of objectivity need major 
renegotiation” (p. 26). They “do not propose that the news media should be 
perceived as a government „mouthpiece‟”, and will often challenge oppressive 
structures and provide alternative images of how society could or should be (p. 
26).  
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Deliberative development journalism may involve different methods for gathering 
and presenting information compared to mainstream Western journalism. This 
may potentially involve “a considerable restructuring of the daily routines, 
practices and patterns of journalistic professionalism, as well as the resources 
required to support such journalism” (p. 26). 
 
Peace Journalism 
 
Romano observes that: “The mass media alone are rarely the prime instigators of 
peace or violence in their communities, but they can be a powerful force in 
determining how publics identify and deal with disagreements and tensions” (p. 
26). Peace journalism proponents promote the principle that “conflict is not a 
zero-sum game where there is inevitably a winner and a loser, as if they were 
sporting matches” (p. 27). Peace journalism explores “explores the conditions that 
are required that enable publics to identify, and indeed create, options that might 
allow them to develop win-win situations” (p. 27). To engage in peace journalism, 
journalists need a good understanding of the types of conflict that lead to 
violence, the physical, cultural and structural elements of violence, and techniques 
that can be used for intervening at different times in a cycle of conflict to prevent 
violence. 
 
Peace journalism relies on traditions of fact-based and accurate journalism, 
but with an awareness of how easily facts can be manipulated in conflict-
ridden environments. Romano says that: 
“Journalists must therefore attempt to present conflicts as multifaceted 
rather than simple Side A versus Side B oppositions and identify 
commonalities as well as points of disagreement among disputants. 
They must trace the links and consequences of conflict to parties not 
immediately involved in the dispute, and assess the impact of violent 
actions or policies not just in terms of their immediate and visible 
outcomes but also for their long-term and indirect consequences. 
Rather than allowing parties to simply restate familiar demands or 
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positions, peace journalists aim to inquire deeply into the goals. They 
question how people are affected by conflict in their everyday life, 
what they want changed, and whether the positions stated by leaders 
are the only or best ways to achieve the changes that the public 
wants.” (p. 27) 
 
Critics argue that this may lead journalists to become subjective. “Most sponsors 
of peace journalism, however, do not advocate that journalists downplay conflict, 
exaggerate the possibilities of peace, play favourites, fabricate or embellish facts, 
or circulate propaganda. Peace journalism is not peace mongering, in opposition 
to war mongering. If ethnic, religious or other social divisions are not 
acknowledged, then unresolved issues will simmer and disgruntled parties may 
express themselves in other ways and channels that intensify the tensions” (p. 28).  
 
Romano argues that “peace journalism should not be left to individual journalists 
who take the initiative to act as „lone rangers‟ whose act as instrument for justice 
and peace” (p. 28). She indicates that “a constellation of non-government and 
community organizations, government agencies and media groups should ideally 
collaborate to establish secure channels for accessing sources from all sides of the 
conflict and to create safe spaces for journalists to operate in” (pp. 28-29). 
 
Issues in Deliberative Journalism 
 
Romano concludes that when these new forms of deliberative journalism are 
practiced well, they extend people's ability to identify, express, understand and 
respond to politics and issues affecting their communities. However, the main 
deliberative journalism models all have contentious elements. Romano also finds 
that professional and citizen journalists rarely have a strong understanding of what 
constitutes „good practice‟ in deliberative journalism. Many deliberative 
journalism practitioners have been subjected to criticism for lack of objectivity 
and poor professional standards. Many of their activities have clearly been ill-
conceived. Furthermore, there is much debate as to whether the type of „citizen 
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journalism‟ that is posted intermittently on Facebook, Twitter, blogs and other 
social media can even be defined in the same category as „journalism‟ (p. 29).  
 
The practice of deliberative journalism can potentially contribute to public 
deliberation, but it does not always do so in any immediate or obvious ways. 
Romano finds that even so, deliberative journalism indirectly strengthens the 
environments that support fertile deliberation and decision making (p. 29). 
